Parallel SGD (PSGD) algorithm has been broadly used to accelerate the stochastic optimization tasks. However its scalability is severely limited by the synchronization between threads. Asynchronous SGD (ASGD) algorithm is then proposed to increase PSGD's scalability by allowing non-synchronized model updates. In practical, lock-free ASGD is preferable since it requires no lock operations on the concurrent update of the global model and thus achieves optimal scalability. It also maintains almost the same convergence bound if certain conditions (convexity, continuity and sparsity) are met. With the success of lock-free ASGD, researchers developed its variance reduction (VR) variants, i.e., VR-integrated lock-free ASGD to achieve superior convergence bound. We noted that the VR techniques that have been studied in lock-free ASGD context are all variance-reduced-gradient based such as SVRG, SAGA, etc. Unfortunately, the estimation of variance-reduced-gradient needs to calculate the full gradient periodically and doubles the computation cost at each iteration which decreases the scalability of ASGD to a very large extent. On the other hand, importance sampling (IS) as another elegant and practical VR technique has not been studied nor implemented in conjunction with lock-free ASGD. One important advantage of IS is that, not like variance-reduced-gradient VR algorithms, IS algorithm achieves the goal of VR through weighted sampling which does not introduce any extra on-line computation and thus preserves the original scalability of ASGD. We are thus motivated to study the application of IS in lock-free ASGD and propose our IS-ASGD algorithm to achieve a superior convergence bound while maintaining the original high scalability of ASGD. We also conduct experimental evaluations that verify the effectiveness of IS-ASGD algorithm with datasets that are popularly adopted in relative researches.
Introduction
For the optimization of general finite-sum problems, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) may be the most widely adopted algorithm. It needs much less computation and empirically achieves faster convergence rate comparing to traditional gradient descent. Assume φ i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} are vector functions that maps R d → R, i ∼ D means i is drawn iteratively with respect to probability distribution D. We have the following optimization problems:
where r(w) is the regularizer and η is the regularization factor. Denote f i (w) = φ i (w) + ηr(w), for stochastic gradient descent optimization, w is updated as:
where i t is the index of the selected sample at t-th iteration and λ is the stepsize. One may notice that this stochastic algorithm is a strict serial approach which is incredibly slow when facing large-scale datasets. With the emergence of ever-increasing computational capabilities brought by high concurrency of the cutting-edge hardwares, parallel SGD (PSGD) algorithms [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , etc., are proposed to accelerate the stochastic gradient descent optimization procedure by utilizing full concurrency. In order to obtain an unbiased gradient, traditional PSGD algorithms synchronize the computation results between threads at the end of each iteration. It is commonly known that its scalability is severely limited by the iteratively synchronization which causes heavy CPU waste. To prevent such performance bottleneck caused by iteratively synchronization, two different variants of asynchronous schemes, i.e., asynchronous SGD (ASGD), have been developed depending on whether the working threads have to acquire the global lock before updating the model. These two kinds of algorithms all face the problem of stalled-model which slows down the convergence. For ASGD algorithms that perform model update in a lock-required manner e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] and [18] , the scalability may still be hampered by the frequent CPU-wasting lock contentions. Such contention of lock is especially severe on systems that have relative low data transform latency, e.g., shared-memory multi-core system. With the emergence of largescale optimization tasks, the requirement of achieving high scalability for ASGD optimization procedure becomes even more critical. Algorithms that perform lock-free model update, i.e., lock-free ASGD such as [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] and [26] are preferred to further increase the scalability of ASGD on popular multi-core systems. However, due to the elimination of the lockand-write scheme of the global model for the purpose of scalability, the worker threads compute gradients based on the model that is in an inconsistent state, i.e., at arbitrary moment the global model is possibly the mixed value of several worker threads' update. Indeed, such stalled and inconsistent model obviously violates the original theoretical guarantee for convergence bounding of SGD and invokes the risk of non-convergence. Fortunately, it is proved that the convergence bound remains almost as same as the SGD if certain sparsity, convexity and continuity conditions are met. With the increased scalability and proven convergence bound, lock-free ASGD algorithms quickly become indispensable in large-scale optimization tasks.
Meanwhile, using variance reduction (VR) techniques to further improve convergence bound of stochastic optimizations becomes popular and have achieved important progresses recently. VR is a kind of algorithm that is applied during the stochastic optimization process, e.g., SGD, to reduce the variance of the stochastic gradient. Most VR algorithms use historical full gradients and model snapshot to reduce the gradient variance of SGD which has been proved to improve the convergence rate [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , i.e., a superior convergence bound. In consideration of the success of lock-free ASGD algorithms on shared-memory multi-core systems, researchers start to combine VR algorithms with lock-free ASGD algorithms such as [35] , [36] , [37] and asynchronous stochastic coordinate descent (ASCD) [38] algorithms to improve the convergence bound. These VR techniques are typically variance-reducedgradient based, for example, SVRG [39] , SAGA [40] , S2CD [41] , SAG [42] . Reddi et al. [43] conducted experimental result on SVRG, SAGA and SAG integrated lock-free ASGD in comparison with standard SGD and lock-free ASGD. In [44] , the authors further compared the convergence rate improvement of the SVRGintegrated lock-free ASGD (SVRG-ASGD) between ASGD in a non-convex context. These results show that VR helps achieving superior convergence bound for lock-free ASGD and even better minimizer than SGD in some cases.
However, one critical issue of variance-reduced-gradient based VR algorithms is that they need the computation of the full gradient and double computation cost per iteration which decrease the scalability to a large extent. For large/huge-scale datasets, computing the full gradient is sometimes computational infeasible. On the other hand, as is well known that along with the variance-reduced-gradient VR algorithms, another elegant and practical VR technique, namely, importance sampling (IS) also achieves decreased gradient variance and obtain a superior convergence bound in SGD algorithms [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] . While most recent researches focused on the application of the variance-reduced-gradient based VR techniques on lock-free ASGD, IS algorithms have neither been studied nor implemented in conjunction with lock-free ASGD algorithms by far. We emphasis that this missing part is worth studying. Noted that, the key advantage of IS based VR is that comparing to the variance-reduced-gradient based VR techniques which needs extra computation of full gradient and variance-reduced-gradient at each iteration, IS algorithm can be implemented with no requirement of extra on-line computation at all by using shadow threads to construct sample sequences (or completely in off-line manner) and let the computation threads iterate over the pre-constructed sequence. That is, the convergence bound of lock-free ASGD can be decreased with no hurting of the scalability by using IS based VR algorithms which variancereduced-gradient based VR is not able to. In theory, the computation cost of variance-reduced-gradient decreases the scalability more than a half and is ofter far more than that in practical.
With these considerations, we see crucial demand in developing the ISintegrated lock-free ASGD (IS-ASGD). We propose the IS-ASGD algorithm with detailed analysis of convergence guarantee and highly optimized implementation as the main contributions of this paper. We also conduct experimental results that verify the effectiveness of IS-ASGD. For clarity, the lock-free ASGD is hereinafter by default refer to as ASGD. We first briefly introduce the preliminaries and main results of variance reduction techniques in stochastic optimizations and study the missing part of these two algorithms, i.e., IS-ASGD.
Variance Reduction in Stochastic Optimizations
Before discussing the design of IS-ASGD, we first give a brief introduction of some necessary preliminaries and concepts of VR for stochastic optimizations based on the previous works [50] , [47] , [48] , [45] . Recall the stochastic optimization problem in Equation 1, since the training sample is selected in a stochastic manner, ∇f it (w t ) varies with t despite of its expectation equals to ∇F (w). Such variance of the gradient slows down the convergence rate of the optimization procedure to a large extent. VR techniques are thus proposed to reduced the variance which then accelerates the convergence rate. Like previous related literatures, we make the following assumptions for stochastic optimization problems we studied in this paper as shown in Equation 1 which is necessary for the bounding of convergence procedure in ASGD and VR.
• F is strongly convex with parameter µ, that is:
• Each f i is continuously differentiable and ∇f i has Lipschitz constant L i , i.e.,
Where · 2 is standard Euclidean norm.
Variance-reduced-gradient VR Algorithm
Variance-reduced-gradient based SGD uses historical full gradient and model snapshot to construct a new gradient estimator which yields lower variance than simply using stochastic gradient. A generic scheme of this kind of VR algorithms is shown in algorithm 1 [43] .
Be noted that {α t i } n i=1 is computed based on historical full gradient and model, which is then used to evaluate the variance-reduced gradient v t . The update of {α t+1 i } n i=0 does not necessarily to be performed at each iteration (depends on the update strategy). As can be seen that a frequent update of 
return {α t+1 i } n i=0 in line 4 leads to frequent re-computation of 1 n n i=0 ∇f i (α t i ), i.e., the full-gradient. For large-scale datasets, the computation of the full-gradient could take extremely long time. A tradeoff between computational feasibility and theoretical optimality is updating {α t+1 i } n i=0 at the beginning of each epoch instead of iteratively.
Consider applying variance-reduced-gradient based VR techniques in ASGD [35] [44] , denote t n as the iterations of each epoch, only when t n ≫ n will the computation of the full-gradient has little effect on the scalability. However, in practical algorithms, t n is typically set to n for each epoch which means the extra computation cost can not be ignored and still incurs significant scalability decrease. Meanwhile, the computation of ∇f it (α t it ) always doubles the computation cost of w t+1 . That is, even if we omit the extra computation of the full-gradient, the scalability is still to be decreased to half. This means that the improvement of convergence rate should be sufficiently large to compensate the loss of scalability. However, according to the improved convergence bounds been proved, the actual speed up of convergence rate depends on delay parameter τ , residual ǫ, degree of conflict, etc., which is rather uncontrollable and sometimes the improvement is little. With these concerns, we see necessity in developing a new VR scheme for ASGD which improves the convergence rate while maintaining the optimal scalability. Importance sampling which needs no extra on-line computation (the computation of the sampling distribution P and sampling sequence w.r.t to P can be generated totally off-line) becomes our choice naturally.
Importance Sampling VR Algorithms
Importance sampling tries to reduce the gradient variance through an nonuniform sampling procedure instead of drawing sample uniformly as conventional stochastic optimization procedures do. For standard stochastic optimizations, the sampling probability of i-th sample at t-th iteration, namely, p t i , equals to 1/n while in an importance sampling scheme, p t i is endowed with an importance factor I t i and thus the i-th sample is sampled at t-th iteration with a weighted probability:
With this non-uniform sampling procedure, to obtain an unbiased expectation, the update of w t is modified as:
where i t is drawn i.i.d w.r.t the weighted sampling probability distribution
The generic scheme of IS-integrated SGD algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Naive Importance Sampling For SGD Algorithm
Construct Sampling Distribution P t 4:
Importance Sampling For Variance Reduction. Recall the stochastic problem in Equation 1, using the analysis results from [45] , we have the following lemma:
with the update scheme defined in Algorithm 2, the following inequality satisfy:
where the variance is defined as 2 2 , and the expectation is estimated w.r.t distribution P t . It is easy to verify that the optimal sampling probability p t i is:
However, such iteratively re-estimation of P t is completely computational infeasible. The authors propose to use the upper-bound of ∇f i (w t ) 2 as an approximation. Recall the definition of Lipschitz constant, we have
Thus the actual sampling probability p i is calculated according to:
The authors prove that using such approximated IS scheme still decreases the convergence bound, we skip repeating their analysis for clarity. It is obvious that L i of each f i can be analyzed and computed beforehand. For example, for L1-regularized optimization problem with squared hinge loss, x i as the i-th sample. The · 2 norm of the gradient of f i can be bounded as:
That is, we have the Lipschitz constant as
In fact, x i 2 is the only variable in the calculation of L i if the above mentioned convexity and Lipschitz-continuity conditions are met. With these analysis, the sampling distribution P can be constructed off-line for only once. The pseudo code of practical IS-SGD algorithm can be written as the following:
Construct Sampling Distribution P According to Equation 9 3:
Noted that line 4 can also be performed by a dedicated shadow thread or completely off-line which means that there can be no extra computation at each iteration. Since ASGD is developed with the aim of spending less absolute time on training large-scale data, preserving the high scalability is greatly desired when VR algorithms are applied. As we discussed above, variance-reducedgradient based VR algorithm needs at least doubled on-line computation cost while for importance sampling there can be theoretically no extra on-line computation. We thus consider IS as a very attractive VR technique to be combined with ASGD in the goal of improving convergence bound with high scalability.
Importance Sampling For ASGD
In this section we propose IS-ASGD, i.e., applying IS in ASGD as a variance reduction technique to achieve a superior convergence bound. We first give the implementation details of IS-ASGD as the following.
Implementation of IS-ASGD
On the implementation of IS-ASGD, we have two schemes based on when sampling sequence is generated. The pseudo code of the generic scheme of IS-ASGD is shown in Algorithm 4.
In the first scheme, the generation of sampling sequence is performed by a shadow thread t gen , i.e., for num_threads threads and num_epochs epoch training, t gen generates num_epochs * num_threads sampling sequences w.r.t P . For each working thread, it switches to corresponding sequence at the start of epoch. While for the second scheme, the generation of sampling sequences for each working thread w.r.t P is performed totally off-line.
Algorithm 4 IS-ASGD Algorithm
1: procedure IS-ASGD(num threads , num epochs ) 2:
Construct Sampling Distribution P according to Algorithm 9
3:
Spawn IS-Generation thread t gen
4:
Parallel do with num threads 5:
tid ← GetTid() 6: for n = 0; n = num epochs ; n++ do 7: for i = 0; i = len; i++ do 8:
return Since we use shadow thread to generate the sampling sequence by default, if the generation of sampling sequence is faster than grad computation then the first scheme is preferred, otherwise, we will use the off-line scheme.
Optimized IS-sequence Generation. The IS-sequence generation could be a new performance bottleneck of IS-ASGD which decreases the scalability if its completion time is too long to be hided. To avoid this problem, we use the following sampling scheme to generate the IS-sequence. See Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 FAST-IS
procedure IS-Sequence Generation(seq,x)
Constructing Sampling Structure according to P cursor ← 0 for i = 0; i = len; i++ do
It is easy to verify that the computational complexity of Algorithm 5 is o(n log n 2 ). Meanwhile, the computation of n grads, i.e., one epoch also has a computational complexity of o(n/num_threads). Since the execution unit of grads computation includes several vector additions and multiplications depending on the dimensionality while IS-sequence generation only has comparison, using the first scheme will not cause working thread waiting in practical according to our observation. Based on the above discussion, we follow scheme one in our practical implementation of IS-ASGD.
Convergence Analysis of IS-ASGD
With the preserving of the high scalability, we analyze the convergence bound of IS-ASGD in this section. Analysis of lock-free asynchronous algorithm is not easy due to the inconsistent state of the global model, i.e., the model could be none of any result produced by a working thread. To avoid this difficulty, previous related literatures give various convergence bound analysis of ASGD with bounded variance and concurrency assumptions. Be noted that sparsity assumption is made in the original version [19] of ASGD while in some other researches which provide more general forms of convergence bound it is not required. We follow the analysis of Horia et al. [51] which models ASGD as SGD with perturbed inputs i.e., the inconsistent state of the model is treated as consistent model with noise added. This analysis scheme is more general, compact and most importantly, makes the analysis of the effect of IS relative simple in ASGD context. We first give a brief introduction of the perturbed iterate analysis of ASGD [51] which serves as the foundation of our analysis. Be noted that for the ease of analysis, we assume the optimizer, w ⋆ reaches the global optimal, i.e., ∇F (w ⋆ ) = 0.
Perturbed Iterate Analysis
We follow the analysis result of Horia et al [51] . where the inconsistent state caused by lock-free update can be deemed as consistent input with stochastic noise applied in a SGD context. Follow this scheme, the update of w t can be modeled as:
where θ t is the stochastic error term. Define:
We have:
Recall the convexity assumption i.e., F is strongly convex with parameter µ, we have:
Further define ǫ t as:
According to Equation 13 and 14, we obtain
Among the three labeled terms, notice that R t 0 is a common term that exists in both serial SGD and ASGD while R t 1 and R t 2 are additional error terms introduced by the inconsistency of the model. It can be noted that R t 1 reflects the difference between the true model and the perturbed (noise added) one, and R t 2 measures the projection of such noise on the gradient of each iteration. It is easy to verify that for bounded R t 0 , R t 1 and R t 2 , convergence bound can be obtained through simple algebras. With such scheme of modeling, the difficulty of the analysis of convergence bound caused by the asynchrony can be greatly simplified.
The authors first bound E ∇f it (ŵ t ) 2 ≤ M , i.e., R t 0 ≤ M 2 . Next, to bound R t 1 and R t 2 , the concept of conflict graph is introduced as the following. With the above definitions, two factors that reflect the extent of conflict update are defined:
• Delay parameter, τ , i.e., the maximum lag between when a gradient is computed and when it is used. It is easy to verify that τ can be deemed as a value linear to the number of working threads, i.e., the concurrency.
• Conflict parameter,∆, which is the average degree of the conflict graph G, obviously, datasets with higher∆ suffers severer extent of conflict updates and vice versa.
As can be seen that, these two parameters measure the extent of inconsistency from two aspects. τ is set as the proxy of concurrency of ASGD (Be noted that when concurrency is 1, i.e., the serial SGD, τ should be 0.) which can be controlled by the users while∆ measures the intrinsic potentials of conflict update of dataset which is non-relevant of the algorithm's settings. The authors prove that R t 1 is bounded as:
and R t 2 bounded as:
Plugging Equation 17 and 18 into Equation 16 , we have,
Since for the SGD case which τ = 0, i.e., ξ term only , we have:
And we know that for ξ (i.e., SGD), with the assumption that ∇F (w ⋆ ) = 0, the convergence bound is obtained as
where k is the number of iterations to ensure E w k − w ⋆ 2 2 ≤ ǫ. By setting the stepsize λ = ǫµ 2M 2 , it is easy to verify that when τ is bounded as the following O min n/∆, M 2 /ǫµ 2 (22) which bounds δ as an order-wise constant, then Equation 19 (ASGD) achieves nearly same recursion as in Equation 20 (SGD), i.e.,
which implies a nearly linear speedup. It is obvious that this conclusion also holds in IS-ASGD since we have bounded δ as constant which is independent of IS. Following this analysis, we consider IS takes effect on term ξ in Equation 19 only. Knowing the fact that
whereǫ 0 := max 0≤t≤T E ŵ t − w ⋆ 2 2 . For SGD, according to Equation 21 , we have a less tight k:
According to the convergence bound result of IS in [48] , when IS procedure described in Algorithm 4 is applied in SGD, i.e., IS-SGD, the convergence bound can be reduced from quadratic dependence to linear dependence on the average conditioning as the following:
when stepsize is set as λ = 1/(2 sup L), where sup L is the supremum of L i . By taking the additional error term caused by asynchrony, i.e., δ into account, it is easy to obtain the following convergence bound by using the same analysis trick in ASGD directly. 
Obviously this bound inherits the superiority of IS-SGD over ASGD, and it shows that a nearly linear speedup is achievable for IS-ASGD comparing to IS-SGD, which is similar to the previous result [44] that shows SVRG-ASGD reaches nearly linear speedup of SVRG-SGD. In brief, the key of the convergence bound analysis is the serialization of the asynchrony which divides the update scheme into two independent terms, namely, ξ and δ. Such independence makes the analysis much simpler, that is, the IS decrease the convergence bound of ξ as the same in SGD case while the two bounded error terms caused by the asynchrony, i.e., R t 1 , R t 2 , increase the convergence bound linearly up to a constant when certain conditions are met (concurrency limitation and proper stepsize). We next evaluate the IS-ASGD algorithm to show its effectiveness in convergence acceleration and maintaining high scalability in the meanwhile.
Experimental Results
In this section we evaluate the performance of IS-ASGD through the comparison between IS-ASGD, SVRG-ASGD, ASGD and SGD. The evaluation includes the measurement on convergence bound, gradient variance and scalability. Our testbed is a shared-memory multi-core system with XeonE5-2699V4 (2 sockets and 44 cores) and 128G main memory. The datasets we choose are from LibSVM 1 which is popularly adopted as the evaluation set for stochastic optimization related researches. Be noted that we implement IS-ASGD based on the source code of Hogwild! algorithm 2 which can be deemed as the standard implementation of ASGD in C++. The source code of our proposed IS-ASGD along with demo data can be accessed from author's git 3 repository. The description of evaluation dataset is shown in Table 1 . With the intention to show a full spectrum performance, we choose datasets from relative sparse to extremely sparse. 
Convergence Bound Improvement
We conduct four different concurrency settings for each dataset, {2, 4, 8, 16} for relative small datasets, i.e., w8a and madelon (scaled by the authors) since we observe few speedup when concurrency grows sufficiently large; {24, 32, 38, 44} for relative large-scale dataset kdd2010_algebra due to its huge amount of data samples. Figure 1 to Figure 3 shows the experimental results on datasets w8a, madelon and kdd2010_algebra between standard SGD, ASGD, SVRG-ASGD and IS-ASGD respectively. Each row shows the result of one concurrency setting, the first column shows the rooted mean square error (RMSE) on train set while the second column shows the RMSE on test set. The last column shows the gradient variance, i.e., E (np t it ) −1 ∇f it (w t ) − ∇F (w t ) 2 . From the results, we firstly noted that IS-ASGD does achieve superior convergence bound than ASGD in all cases and concurrency settings which verify the effectiveness of IS for ASGD. On the comparison between IS-ASGD and SVRG-ASGD, we see that in w8a, SVRG-ASGD achieves better convergence bound than IS-ASGD in concurrency 2 and 4. However with the increasing of concurrency, the convergence bound of SVRG-ASGD deteriorates quickly while IS-ASGD is almost not affected. In concurrency 8, the convergence bound between SVRG-ASGD and IS-ASGD are very close while in concurrency 12, the convergence bound of SVRG-ASGD is inferior to IS-ASGD. In madelon, the result is different, IS-ASGD outperform SVRG-ASGD consistently in all concurrency settings, similar to w8a, the performance of SVRG-ASGD again deteriorates quickly as the concurrency grows. For kdda2010_algebra which has huge dimensionality and extremely sparse, SVRG-ASGD remains the most superior in all concurrency settings with large advantage. However, as we shall see in the scalability result, this comes at the price of drastic decrease of scalability. Meanwhile, the variance shown in the last column confirms the effectiveness of variance reduction of SVRG and IS for ASGD. It can be seen that the convergence rate is highly related to the variance, i.e., a lower variance does result in a higher convergence rate. Figure 4 : The scalability comparison between ASGD, SVRG-ASGD and IS-ASGD on w8a, madelon and kdd2010_algebra. The scalability curves of ASGD and IS-ASGD are close while for SVRG-ASGD, the scalability is significantly lower. Figure 4 shows the scalability results between the targeting algorithms. As can be seen that the scalability of SVRG-ASGD drops 79.7% in kdd2010_algebra to the utmost comparing to the baseline, i.e., ASGD, due to the additional computation of full-gradient and variance-reduced gradient v t at each iteration. Particularly, for kdd2010_algebra, the iteratively zero-setting of the local gradient buffer (for saving the calculation result of the variance-reduced-gradient) becomes another bottleneck since each local copy of v t has a size of approximately 154MB and can not be parallelized since the code is already in thread kernel. It is doable to get rid of the local gradient buffer by aggregating every result of each thread to the global model directly. However such approximated scheme deteriorates the convergence bound significantly since the chances of conflict upgrade actually doubled. The consequent cache misses and bandwidth contention is very severe and further hurt the scalability. Such negative impact of scalability might not be that intolerable in relative small datasets, e.g., w8a and madelon while in large/huge-scale datasets such as kdda2010_algebra, the additional time cost due to the calculation of the full-gradient and variancereduced-gradient v t is that much which makes SVRG-ASGD less attractive. On the other hand, IS-ASGD yields almost the same scalability with standard ASGD which is critical in the training of large/huge-scale datasets.
Scalability
From an empirical point of view, the convergence bound of IS-ASGD is obviously superior to ASGD and outperforms SVRG-ASGD in some datasets that are not extremely large. In large-scale datasets, e.g., kdd2010_algebra, the convergence bound of SVRG-ASGD is the most superior. Unfortunately performing SVRG-ASGD training on large/huge-scale datasets is extremely slow and requires large capacity of main memory (It's zero-setting or allocation/release becomes another performance bottleneck.) due to the calculation of full-gradient periodically. Since there is no free lunch, it is up to the users to balance their requirements of better convergence bound (both SVRG-ASGD and IS-ASGD are better than ASGD) or a higher scalability (SVRG-ASGD is drastically lower).
Conclusion
In this paper we study the application of IS in ASGD algorithms and analysis its theoretical guarantee to achieve superior convergence bound than ASGD while maintaining high scalability. The motivation lies in the fact that conventional variance-reduced-gradient based VR algorithms such as SVRG which has been applied in ASGD (SVRG-ASGD) to achieve improved convergence bound is at the price of scalability due to its requirement of the full-gradient. With the emergence of ever-increasing large-scale dataset, the calculation of the fullgradient deteriorates the scalability of SVRG-ASGD even worse. Meanwhile, importance sampling, as another elegant and practical VR algorithm which can be implemented with no hurting of the scalability has not been studied in ASGD context yet. In considering of its advantage in maintaining the optimal scalability, we propose IS-ASGD as a practical algorithm that combines IS and ASGD. Our proposed IS-ASGD algorithm takes the advantage of IS to accelerates the convergence rate of ASGD and preserves the same scalability which is critical in large-scale training. By following a serialized form of convergence analysis, we prove that the proposed IS-ASGD achieves nearly linear speed up of IS-SGD (which is superior to SGD). The empirical evaluation conducted on datasets with relative small to extremely large dimensionality confirms the effectiveness of IS-ASGD in achieving superior convergence bound of ASGD with no hurting of the scalability at all. Comparing to SVRG-ASGD, the convergence bound of IS-ASGD is worse in some cases especially in dataset that is large-scale, e.g, kdd2010. However, as we emphasized above, the improvement of the convergence bound of SVRG-ASGD is achieved with the price of drastically decrease of scalability which is much severer in large-scale datasets. After all, we can achieve superior convergence bound by using IS in ASGD with no hurting of the scalability which is critical in large-scale datasets. We consider IS-ASGD as an effective and practical algorithm for accelerating large-scale asynchronous stochastic optimization problems.
Further researches may include the application of IS-ASGD on distributed systems which has higher latency and is bandwidth sensitive. In such systems, the calculation of the full-gradient may be even much more slow since the synchronization of the full-gradient is quite bandwidth consuming and consequently incurs high latency especially in large-scale problems. On the other hand, current IS-ASGD algorithm requires full copy of the dataset on each node otherwise the sampling is biased. The study on how local sampling, i.e., the IS is performed on part of (disjoint) the data on each node would affect the effectiveness of IS-ASGD would be interesting and worthy studying.
